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ABSTRACT 

A laser scanning system for measuring the geometric accuracy of parabolic solar 

concentrators in both laboratory and field situations is being developed at Sandia 

Laboratories. Inaccuracies in positioning and aligning this device with respect to 

the parabola reference system will introduce systematic errors in the measured data. 

The nature and sensitivity of these measurement errors are analyzed and evaluated 

by means of a mathematical model and computer simulation techniques. Distinctive 

patterns of apparent error in the collector surface geometry are introduced by 

inaccuracies in three apparatus set up parameters: vertical position, angular 

alignment, and horizontal position. These error patterns scale in proportion to 

the magnitude oi the relevant set-up inaccuracy. Our studies allowed recognition 

of the subsequent compensation for the effects introduced by errors in the vertical 

position and the angular alignment. But, the similarity between patterns generated 

by errors in the horizontal position and those due to deviations in parabola focal 

length precluded the use of pattern recognition techniques. This ambiguity between 

error sources introduces an uncertainty in the best fit focal length estimated 

from scanning data which is equal to 0.42 times the uncertainty in horizontal 

positioning. In addition, the practical lower bounds for all three set-up 

* This work supported by the United States Department of Energy. 
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tolerances are dependent on the resolution of the system detector. Analysis of 

worst case error combinations indicate the need for yet closer positioning and 

alignment tolerances. 

INTRODUCTION 

The optical efficiency of a concentrating solar mirror is governed by both 
geometrical accuracy and specular reflectance properties. A laser scanning 

system is under development at Sandia Laboratories which will measure the geo-

metric accuracy of parabolic trough concentrators both in laboratory and field 

situations. In the early stages of this program it became apparent that errors 

in horizontal and vertical positioning together with angular misalignment with 

respect to the parabola reference system would introduce inaccuracies in the 

subsequent measurements. 

In order to evaluate the nature and degree of measurement sensitivity to 

these set-up errors, a mathematical model has been developed. The model assumes 
the optimum scanning distance has been chosen for a parabolic trough of given 

focal length and rim-to-rim dimension~ and that the mirror surface is theore-

tically perfect. Various set-up errors can therefore be systematically intro-
duced and their resulting effects on measurement accuracy are simulated. From 

these simulation studies certain preliminary set-up and alignment tolerances are 
established. 

In this paper the laser scanning system is first described and the set-

up errors are identified. Next the mathematical model is developed and then 

the simulation procedure is explained •. Finally the results of the sensitivity 

studies are presented and the implied set-up tolerances are di•scussed together 

with the limitations inherent in the geometric relationships of the scanning 

system. 
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DESCRIPTION 

A radial scan laser inspection system for parabolic solar concentrators 

was conceived by B. L. Butler and D. W. Tipping of Sandia Laboratories. 1 This 

system, using a translating and rotating laser beam, is shown schematically in 

Figure l as it would be set up to inspect an East-West parabolic tro~gh. 2 

In a typical measurement sequence, the system scans from rim to rim ver-

tically, translates along the axis of the right parabolic cylinder, then scans 

rim to rim and so on until the translation carriage reaches the end of its 

four meter travel. The return beam intersects a detector which rotates with --

and is always assumed to be fixed perpendicular to -- the scanning ray. This 

return ray position is used to calculate the possible deviation of mirror sur-

face slope from the ideal parabola slope at each sample point. Surface slope 

errors parallel to the trough length are not measured since they only divert 

collected light along the receiver tube rather than away from it. The ideal 

geometry for each rim-to-rim scan is shown in Figure 2. When accurately aligned 

the fixed laser beam directed perpendicular to the plane of the paper is re-

flected 90° by the rotating prism at point G. The scanning ray intersects the 

parabola at point Pi where it is reflected and intersects the detector at a 

distance di from the detector center. For a perfect parabola the position of 

the return ray is a function of the angle ~i' the scanning distance r, and the 

parabola focal length f. The mechanical alignments which must be made to 

assure accurate parabola surface slope mapping entail positioning the carriage 

track parallel to the trough axis and aligning the rotating prism such that at 

0° the beam passes through both the focus and vertex of the parabola. 

Deviations of the return ray from its calculated position can be attributed 

to either (1) deviations of the parabola surface being measured from the desired 
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parabolic surface or, (2) apparatus set-up errors. These two types of deviations 
can be expressed in terms of either actual or apparent surface slope errors, 

respectively. Thus the positional and alignment errors must be minimized or 

accounted for systematically by data reduction to allow the surface contour 

and best fit focal point to be accurately determined. Surface slope errors 

may arise from either random imperfections and ripples, or systematic focal 

length errors. Set-up errors always introduce systematic slope errors. 

Figure 3 shows the laser beam orientation after introducing positional 

and alignment errors x', y', and~'- The two positional errors shift the pivot 

point to G'. The alignment error incorrectly indexes the angle of the scanning 

ray. With these errors the beam now intersects the collector at P1 and the 

reflected ray intersects the detector a new distanced: from the center of the 
1 

detector. The effect of these errors will be interpreted as an apparent slope 

error. Such effects on slope error measurement accuracy may be evaluated in 

terms of set-up tolerances. These tolerances must be achieved to insure suf-

ficient accuracy in measuring the surfaces of parabolic mirrors having slope 

error distributions with standard deviations as small as 2 to 5 mrad (0.115 to 

0.29 deg), and best fit focal length deviations on the order of ±2.5 mm (O.l in). 

GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS AND ERROR SIMULATION 

The idealized scanning geometry relates slope error £i measurements to 

four known or measured parameters: detector position di, scanning angle ~i' 
scanning position r, and parabola focal length f. Equations relating these 

parameters can be adapted to simulate effects on slope error measurement and 

thus assess the sensitivity to errors in these parameters. -

From Figure 2, the equations relating slope error to the measured para-

meters in the idealized situation are developed first. 
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STEP 1. The coordinates of P; are determined from¢;, r, and f. 

y. 
tan¢.= 1 

1 r - x. 
1 

2 
- Y; For a parabolic surface xi - 4f. Substituting for xi the above equation becomes 

tan¢;= 

Rearranging and simplifying 

y. 
1 

y~ 
1 

r - 4f 

y~ + ( ta~\; ) • y i - 4fr = 0 

The roots of this quadratic are 

(1) 

where the sign of the radical is positive when¢. is positive or clockwise with 
1 

respect to the focal plane. 

STEP 2. e;, the angle formed between the incident ray and the normal 

to the perfect parabolic surface at P; is next determined. 

e. = '!'. - ¢. 1 1 1 
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l 0 

Now 

d y. 
tan '!'. = ~, - 1 

1 dy P. - 2f 
1 

Therefore, 

l (Y·) 8i = tan- 2} - ~i (2) 

where yi is given by equation (1). 

STEP 3. In order to relate 0i and Ei (the slope error at Pi) to the 

position di of the return ray on the detector bi (the distance between G and Pi), 

must first be calculated. This length is equal to 

(3) 

Now di depends on 0i, Ei' and bi in that 

tan';= tan (20; + 2(-c;l} • :: ( 4) 

The sign convention for Ei chosen is such that a negative slope angle is 

always counter-clockwise with respect to the ideal parabola tangent. Using the 

relationship 

tan 28i - tan 2Ei 
= -=-----=----,.--=--,+tan 28. tan 2E. 

1 1 



and substituting this into equation (4) and rearranging 

1 1 
( 

b. tan 20 . - d. ) _ - 1 1 1 
Ei - 2 tan b. + d. tan 20. 

1 1 1 
(5) 

In the case of a parabola with no slope errors, d. will equal the quantity 
1 

bi tan 20i so that equation (5) goes to zero. 

Using equations (1), (2), (3) and (5), a slope error at any point on the 

collector surface may be measured if the parabola focal length f, the scanning 

position r, the scanning angle ~i' and the return ray position at the detector 

d., are all accurately known. 
1 

* * * 

Equation (5) can also be used to calculate the apparent slope error Ei caused 

by set-up errors. To accomplish this equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) must be 

generalized to allow the prediction of the now displaced return point on the de-
) 

teeter. This value, d1, is then simply substituted for di in equation (5). 

Referring to Figure 3 the generalized equations incorporating the positional 

and alignment errors are derived as follows: 
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tan -ri 
d: 

= tan 20: = b~ or 
l l 

( 2 --) 

( 3 --) 

d: = b: tan 20: 
l l l 

(4--) 

In all of these equations it is now assumed that there are no actual slope 

errors in the parabola measured. The new return ray position di has now been 

determined as a function of the three original system parameters plus the 

three set-up errors. This quantity may now be substituted for di in equation 

(5). Thus the apparent slope error is given as 

l l 
( 

b. tan 2e. - d:) - l l l Ei = 2 tan b. + d: tan 2e. 
l l l 

( 5 ) 

From equation (5 .. ), one can compute the apparent slope error on a theoretically 

perfect surface resulting from set-up errors x--, y-- and~--- For the case of a 

perfectly positioned and aligned apparatus (x .. = y-- = ~-- = 0), di will equal di 

l 2 



and Ei = 0. It should also be pointed out that the effects of an error in the 

assumed focal length can be evaluated by further generalization of the above equa-

tions. This is done by substituting (f + f') for fin equations (l') and (2'). 

SIMULATION PROCEDURE 

Using the above relationships apparent slope error patterns can be predicted 

or calculated for various combinations and magnitudes of apparatus set-up errors. 

A series of computer studies generating slope error patterns of Ei vs ~i was 

implemented according to the plan shown in the matrix below. 

C R omputer uns 
Error a b C d e Type 
X' 0 1 0 0 0 

v-- 0 0 1 0 0 

V 0 0 0 l 0 

f' 0 0 0 0 l 

In this matrix a 11 111 indicates that the respective variable was changed through 

a range of values to determine the sensitivity of the Ei vs ~i plots to that 

respective set-up variable. A 11 011 indicates the variable was held equal to 

zero. Slope error patterns arising from focal length errors were also generated 

for purposes of comparison to the patterns due to set-up errors. In essence 

these patt~rns are finite difference approximations to the quantities :r 
plotted as functions of~ where~ is any one of the set-up errors (x', y', or 

~--) or a focal length error f'. 

The simulation results presented below are for scans of a typical practical 

parabolic shape with f = 0.658 m (25.9 in) and rim-to-rim aperature distance of 
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2.743 m (9 ft). This parabola is scanned from a scanning radius r of 1.817 m 

(71.5 in). In principle r can be chosen arbitrarily, but this optimum length 

minimizes the length and cost of the return beam detector. Scans made from 

smaller or greater radii respectively increase either the maximum return beam 

excursion in one direction at scanning angles of ±20°, or the excursion in the 

opposite direction when~ is at its maximum value of ±55°. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

General Slope Error Effects 

The figures below demonstrate four distinct slope error patterns, The 

pivot position errors xA and y- are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. An 

x' error produces a sine-like wave with maxima occurring where the scanning 

angle is approximately ±28°. Furthermore, these slope error patterns essen-

tially scale proportionally with the magnitude of x'. Thus values for :E:, are 
x ~-=k 

essentially constant over the range of values for x' investigated. 1 

Patterns generated by x' errors of 2.54, 5.08, and 12.7 mm (0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 in) 

are shown in this figure. 

In Figure 5 patterns due toy' errors of 2.54, 5.08 and 7.62 mm (0.1, 

0.2, and 0.3 in.) show a nominally constant shift of negative slope error 

throughout the scan. Once again :YE:, is constant. 
¢.=k , 

Typical error patterns generated by angular alignment errors in the scan-

ning angle are shown in Figure 6. The hat-like form of these curves becomes 

proportionally more pronounced as the size of ~, increases while the point of 

zero apparent slope error occurs always at a scanning angle of approximately 

20°. These results indicate that apparent slope errors greater than 2 mrad 

(.115°) will be introduced if the scanning angle can not be accurately measured 
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within ±4.36 mrad (0.25°) or better. Error patterns generated by$' scale 

proportionally with the magnitude of.~. 

Finally, the patterns shown in Figure 7 predict the effects on the slope 

error measurement of mirrors having slightly longer focal lengths than expected 
-

while assuming all alignment parameters are accurately measured. These patterns 

are somewhat similar to the patterns generated by x' alignment errors for 

scanning angles in the -25° to +25° range. However, instead of reaching a 

maximum and then falling off again towards zero, these curves remain practically 

constant after reaching their maxima. The equal spacing between maxima of the 

three curves (-1 .51, -3.01, and -4.51 mrad) demonstrates that values of :f:1 
$i=k 

also remain constant. 

Tolerance Implications 

The distinct forms of the slope error patterns generated by y' and$' errors 

offer the possibility for pattern recognition and subsequent correction of even 

small such errors by using appropriate curve unfolding techniques. However, 

this approach does not lend itself to distinguishing between the horizontal 

position error x' and a focal length error. This is especially true where these 

errors are small and the slope error curves are quite similar. However, in this 

case a simple proportional comparison between the respective error patterns 

should suffice to establish the positional tolerance. Thus for magnitudes of x' 

less than 15 mm (0.6 in), a constant ratio exists between f~ and x' in terms of 

both standard deviations and maxima of their respective apparent slope error 

curves. A focal length error generates an apparent slope error curve with the 

same maximum as the respective curve due 

as great, or ax' - - . • af' dE'I - 2 36 dE'I 
$i=k , $i=k 

to an x' error approximately 2.36 times 

for -25° s •is +25°. Assuming focal 

lengths must be determined within an accuracy of ±2.5 mm (.1 in.), the implied 

18 
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tolerance for locating the scanning point within the focal plane would be ±5.9 

mm (0.25 in.). Conversely, if x' can be held within ±1 mm (.039 in.) then the 

accuracy off for the best fit parabola calculated from a slope error distri-

bution will be ±0.42 mm (0.017 in.). Although the supporting data are not given 
here, it can be shown that the accuracies off measurements for all mirrors in 

the focal length range of 0.470 to 0.762 m (18.5 to 30 in.) are nominally 0.42 

(1/2.4) times the x' uncertainty. 

Set Up Tolerance and Detector Resolution 

The relevance of the above level of tolerance to measurement accuracy must 

be evaluated in terms of another constraint not yet discussed, i.e., the smallest 
I 

detectable slope error, which is dependent on the detector resolution. Thus 

detector resolution determines the degree of inaccuracy with which the apparatus 

can be positioned and aligned before introducing detectable apparent slope 

errors. The most conservative criterion would be detection of the maximum 

apparent slope error in any pattern. 

The detector used in the current system is made up of 360 discrete photo 

diodes mounted on 2.54 mm (0.1 mm) centers. It can resolve slope errors on the 

order of ±0.32 to ±0.54 mrad (0.019 to 0.031 deg) depending on the distance the 

detector is located from the surface being inspected. This distance varies from 

1.17 to 1 .93 m (46 to 76 in.) depending on the dimensions of the mirror to be 

measured, and to a lesser extent, on the scanning angle ~i. For the 0.658 m 

(25.9 in.) focal length mirror discussed in this paper, this distance is assumed 

to be the optimal 1.82 m (71 .5 in.) scanning radius, less the 12.7 cm (5 in.) 

detector arm. For such an arrangement the detector resolution is on the order 

of ±0.38 mrad (0.022 deg). (See Appendix for details.) Since an x~ error of 

±1.51 mm (0.059 in.) can be expected to introduce a maximum* slope error of 
*The threshhold value of x' is exceeded by 50% before more than half the re-
sulting slope error curve can be detected. 
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±0.38 mrad, location of the scanning point G with any greater accuracy would be 

superfluous. Using the same reasoning, it can also be shown that no focal length 
_,.--' I 

errors smaller than ±0.65 mm (0.026 in.) can be detected. These lower limits 

remain essentially the same for the entire range of mirror focal lengths and 

optimum scanning radii. 

Extrapolation from Figures 5 and 6 for an effective detector resolution of 

±0.38 mrad indicates that slope errors due toy' errors as small as 0.5 mm (0.02 

in.) and$' errors on the order of 0.032 deg (0.56 mrad) can be detected.* 

Combined Set-Up Errors 

An additional aspect of the measurement sensitivity to the three apparatus 

positioning and alignment errors has yet to be carefully examined. This con-

cerns the effects of combining two or more errors. The possibilities include 

effects of both adding and subtracting apparent slope errors in a variety of 

combinations and relative magnitudes resulting in the creation of slope error 

patterns of varying complexity and magnitude. It may be that curve fitting 

and unfolding techniques can again adequately unravel such composite curves to 

permit data correction or compensation. Further study and analysis in this area 

is recommended. However, it can be shown from the data already generated that 

x',, y', and V errors of +l .5 mm, -0.5 mm, and +0.032 deg respectively -- which 

individually are undetectable -- combine to generate a slope error pattern 

thirty percent of which will be seen by the detector. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Computer simulation of measurement errors due to positional and alignment 

uncertainties of the radial scan laser inspection system indicates 

* It is again noted that$' must be more than 0.06 deg before 50% of the 
resulting error curve is detected. 
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distinct patterns of systematic errors. Two types of these patterns --
those due toy, and~, errors -- can be uniquely recognized and probably 

compensated using curve fitting and unfolding techniques. 

2. The extent to which apparent slope error patterns due to x, positional 

errors resemble those introduced by focal length inaccuracy indicates that 

adequate compensation techniques may not be achievable. For this reason 

a factor on the order of 0.42 times the scanning radius uncertainty gives 

the error with which the best fit focal length can be estimated from a 
particular laser scan. 

3. The detector resolution in effect establishes lower bounds on the practical 

tolerances required for all three set-up errors when considered individually. 

However, in the worst case combination the three kinds of slope error pat-

terns add and thereby imply a requisite for yet closer tolerances. 
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APPENDIX 

lLOPE ERROR RETURN RAY-~= O 
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Figure Al. Calculation of slope error resolution. 

The resolution of the detector in tenns of slope error is a function of 

both the diode separation and the distance from mirror surface to the detector. 

Assuming the detector can discriminate between the case when a ray intersects 

two adjacent diodes simultaneously from the case when only one diode is inter-

sected, the effective linear resolution o of the detector itself is 0·12 in or 

.05 in. (1.27 mm). Since the second parameter -- mirror to detector distance 

varies throughout the scan, only the worst case or smallest distance for each 

mirror type is considered in the calculations of slope error resolutions. In 

all three cases this distance was taken to be the optimum radius r minus i (the 

5 in. detector arm) when the scanning angle equals 0 deg. Thus slope error 

resolution=~ tan-l r i • Calculated values of slope error resolutions 

along with the values off and r for three examples in the range of mirror 

designs considered are tabulated below. 
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I 
f r-t 0 Slope Error Resolutions (mrad) 

cm (in) cm (in) cm (in) mrad (deg) 

47 (18.5) 116.8 {46) .127 (. 05) ±0.54 ( .031) 

65.8 (25.9) 168.9 (66.5) .127(.05) ±0.38 (.022) 

76.2 (30.0) 193.0 (76) .127 (.05) ±0. 32 ( .019) 
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